We discuss the lepton sector of a realistic string-inspired model based on the PatiSalam SU(4) × SU(2) L × SU(2) R gauge group supplemented by a U(1) family symmetry. The model involves third family Yukawa unification, predicts large tan β ∼ 50, and describes all fermion masses and mixing angles, including approximate bimaximal mixing in the neutrino sector. Atmospheric neutrino mixing is achieved via a large 23 entry in the neutrino Yukawa matrix which can have important phenomenological effects. We find that the recent BNL result on the muon (g − 2) can be easily accommodated in a large portion of the SUSY parameter space of this model.
Recently the BNL E821 Muon g-2 Collaboration has reported a precise measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment [1] a µ (exp) = (g − 2)/2, a µ (exp) = (11, 659 , 202 ± 15) × 10 −10 .
When combined with the other four most recent measurements the world average of a µ is now higher than the Standard Model (SM) prediction, a µ (SM) = (11, 659, 160 ± 7) × 10
by (43 ± 16) × 10 −10 which corresponds to a discrepancy of 2.6σ. It is well known that Supersymmetry (SUSY) gives an additional contribution to a µ (SM) which is dominated by the chargino exchange diagram and approximately given by
where α 2 is the SU(2) gauge coupling, µ is the SUSY Higgs mass parameter, M 2 is SU(2) gaugino mass, m µ is the muon mass, M SU SY represents the heaviest sparticle mass in the loop, and tan β is the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values (VEVs).
Note that the sign of ∆a µ (SUSY ) depends on the sign of µ (relative to M 2 ).
Well before the experimental result from BNL was published, it was realised that the additional SUSY contribution ∆a µ (SUSY ) could be of the correct order of magnitude to be observed by E821 providing that tan β is sufficiently large, and the relevant superpartner masses M SU SY are not too large [2] . Since the reported result, there has been a blizzard of theoretical papers, showing how the result may be accomodated within SUSY in detail and for various models [3] . The general concensus of these recent studies is that numerically the additional SUSY contribution is sufficient to account for the discrepancy between the SM value and the experimental value, providing that tan β > ∼ 10 and M SU SY < ∼ 500 GeV, and of course that the sign of µ is positive.
Large tan β is also required in order to have a Higgs boson of mass 115 GeV [4] (where the LEP signal has a significance of 2.9σ) and it is encouraging that both signals point in the same direction of large tan β. It is even more encouraging that some well motivated unified models have long predicted that tan β is large.
In particular models based on the gauge groups SO(10) or the Pati-Salam group SU(4)⊗SU(2) L ⊗SU(2) R predict Yukawa unification which in turn implies tan β ∼ 50 and a central Higgs mass prediction of about 115 GeV [5, 6] . Is experiment giving us a hint that Nature favours one of these Yukawa unification models which predict large tan β?
There is a further piece of experimental evidence in favour of these models, namely that they both contain gauged SU(2) R symmetry and hence they both predict three right-handed neutrinos and hence non-zero neutrino masses. Thus in these models neutrino masses are compulsory, and not optional as in SU (5) for example. SuperKamiokande evidence for atmospheric neutrino oscillations [7] has taught us that neutrino masses are non-zero and furthermore that the 23 mixing angle is almost maximal. The evidence for solar neutrino oscillations is almost as strong, although the conclusions are more ambiguous [8] . A minimal interpretation of the atmospheric and solar data is to have a three neutrino hierarchy. A simple and natural interpretation of the data is single right-handed neutrino dominance (SRHND) [9] . In a large class of models, including those with SRHND, the large atmospheric mixing angle is due to large and equal couplings in the 23 and 33 entries of the Dirac neutrino Yukawa matrix (in the LR basis)
corresponding to the dominant third right-handed neutrino coupling equally to the second and third lepton doublets. The see-saw mechanism yields a physical neutrino with a mass about 5 × 10 −2 eV consistent with the SuperKamiokande observation providing the third right-handed neutrino mass is M R3 ≈ 3 × 10 14 GeV [6] .
The large off-diagonal Yukawa coupling in Eq.4 will have an important effect on the 23 block of the slepton doublet soft mass squared matrix m 2 L , when the renormalisation group equations (RGEs) are run down from M GU T to the mass scale of the third right-handed neutrino M R3 . In order to see this it is instructive to examine the
where m 
and according to Eq.7 the large neutrino Yukawa coupling in the 23 position will imply an off-diagonal 23 flavour violation in the slepton mass squared matrix which will be of order 5-10% of the diagonal soft mass squareds, and will be observable in the lepton flavour violating (LFV) process τ → µ + γ . In addition the 22 entry of the slepton mass squared matrix will receive a 5-10% correction which again is due to the large 23 neutrino Yukawa coupling, and is much larger than the usual correction due to the diagonal muon Yukawa coupling which is very small. The large 22 entry in Eq.8 will thus give a significant correction to the relation between the GUT scale soft mass parameters and the muon (g-2) estimates. The main purpose of the present paper is to explore these observable effects in the framework of a particular model which predicts Yukawa unification, and hence large tan β, namely the string-inspired
For completeness we briefly review the string-inspired Pati-Salam model. As in SO(10) the presence of the gauged SU(2) R predicts the existence of three righthanded neutrinos. However, unlike SO(10), there is no Higgs doublet-triplet splitting problem since both Higgs doublets are unified into a single multiplet h. Heavy Higgs H,H are introduced in order to break the symmetry. The model leads to third family Yukawa unification, as in minimal SO (10), and the phenomenology of this was recently discusssed [6] . Although the Pati-Salam gauge group is not unified at the field theory level, it readily emerges from string constructions either in the perturbative fermionic constructions [11] , or in the more recent type I string constructions [12] , unlike SO(10) which typically requires large Higgs representations which do not arise from the simplest string constructions.
The Pati-Salam gauge group [10] , supplemented by a U(1) family symmetry, is
with left (L) and right (R) handed fermions transforming as F L ∼ (4, 2, 1) and F R ∼ (4, 1, 2) in the superfield multiplets
The Higgs h contains the two MSSM Higgs doublets and transforms as h ∼ (1, 2, 2)
The Higgs H,H transform as H ∼ (4, 1, 2),H ∼ (4, 1, 2) and develop VEVs which break the Pati-Salam group, while θ,θ are Pati-Salam singlets and develop VEVs which break the U(1) family symmetry.
We assume for convenience that all symmetry breaking scales are at the GUT scale,
The fermion mass operators (responsible for Yukawa matrices Y u ,Y d ,Y e ,Y ν ) are [13] :
The third family is assumed to have zero U(1) charge, and the 33 operator is assumed to be the renormalisable operator with n = p = 0 leading to Yukawa unification.
The remaining operators have n > 0 with varying group contractions involving HH leading to different Clebsch factors. The latter are responsible for vertical mass splittings within a generation. The mass splittings between different generations are described by operators with p > 0 arising from different U(1) charge assignments to the different families. The Majorana mass operators (responsible for M RR ) are [13] :
We recently discussed [14] neutrino masses and mixing angles in the above stringinspired Pati-Salam model supplemented by a U(1) flavour symmetry. We used the SRHND mechanism, which may be implemented in the 422 model by having a 23 operator with p = 0 and n = 1 where the Clebsch is non-zero in the neutrino direction, but zero for charged fermions. This results in a natural explanation for atmospheric neutrinos via a hierarchical mass spectrum. We specifically focused on the LMA MSW solution since this is slightly preferred by the most recent fits, and assuming this a particular model of high energy Yukawa matrices which gave a good fit to all quark and lepton masses and mixing angles was discussed [14] . The numerical values of the high energy Yukawa matrices in this example are reproduced in Table I .
To study lepton flavour violation focusing on the effects of the large off-diagonal 23 entry in Y ν , in this study we have further suppressed the tiny entries Y e12 , Y e13 , and Y ν 13 compared to the values quoted in [14] . Note that with the suppression above the branching ratio BR(µ → e + γ ) stays well below the experimental limit, without substantially changing the predictions of fermion masses and mixing angles. This demonstrates that this channel is more model dependent than τ → µ + γ which is our main focus in this paper.
The neutrino Yukawa matrix in Table I has a similar structure to that discussed in Eq.4 and has large approximately equal 23 and 33 elements. Thus the Yukawa matrices in Table I are examples of the effect that leads to 5-10% corrections to the 23 block of the slepton mass squared matrix m L that we discussed previously. We now turn to a numerical discussion of these effects. Table I . Yukawa matrices at M GUT (from ref. [14] ) where the matrix elements of M RR are in GeV.
In our numerical analysis we have adopted a complete top-down approach [15] .
At the GUT scale we kept 1/α GU T = 24.5223, M GU T = 3.0278 × 10
16 GeV, ǫ 3 ≡ (α 3 (M GU T ) − α GU T )/α GU T = −4.0568%, and the matrices in table I as fixed. Here α GU T = α 2L = α 1 , and α 3 = α 4 . For simplicity, the soft scalar masses of the MSSM superfields were introduced at the same scale. Including the D terms from the breaking of the Pati-Salam gauge group they read [6] 
In the numerical analysis we kept the equality between the two soft SUSY breaking abled us to control the µ parameter as well as tan β. We explored regions with µ low (µ = 120GeV) and high (µ = 300GeV) 1 . As a reference point we kept tan β = 50, and the universal trilinear coupling A = 0. An experimental lower bound on each sparticle mass was imposed. In particular, the most constraining are: the LEP limits on the charged SUSY masses (mχ±, mτ > 105GeV), the CDF limit on the mass of the CP odd Higgs state (m A 0 > 105-110 GeV, valid for tan β ≈ 50) [17] , and the requirement that the lightest SUSY particle should be neutral.
For tan β as large as 50, µ ≫ 300GeV leads to too large SUSY threshold corrections to the masses of the third generation fermions τ and b unless the sparticles in the loop have masses well above the 1 TeV region. [18, 15] 2 Note that in this study we are primarily concerned with the lepton sector of the model and the effects of the large 23 element of the Y ν in Eq.4. For this reason we drop two important constraints in the quark sector from the analysis. In particular, we do not consider the constraints imposed by the BR(b → sγ) and accept the b quark mass heavier than the value in [19] by about 15%. We assume that the complete theory at the high energy scale will induce additional corrections to the The results are presented as plots in the (m F , M 1/2 ) plane. In figure 1 we show the best fit values for the quantities at the GUT scale which were varied to obtain the electroweak symmetry breaking. As explained in the previous paragraph these values are not unique, but preferred. We note that, clearly, the D terms in Eqs.17 are just a fraction of the scalar mass m F while the scalar higgs mass parameter m h is generally found to be greater than m overlaps with the portion of the (m F , M 1/2 ) plane below 1 TeV allowed by the direct sparticle searches. As promised in the text after Eq.8 we also focused on the contribution to a µ from the 22 entry in the slepton matrix in (7) generated by the large 23 entry in (4) . In our numerical analysis the χ 2 minimization procedure was extended to maximise this contribution. Nevertheless the maximum enhancement we found was on the level of 6%.
The large 23 entry in (4) we have shown to have important phenomenological effects. We find that the recent BNL result on the muon (g − 2) can be easily accommodated in a large portion of the SUSY parameter space of the model. Over this region of parameter space the model predicts a CP-even Higgs boson mass near 115 GeV, and a rate for τ → µ + γ which is close to the current experimental limit. We find it encouraging that all of these phenomenological features can be simultaneously accomodated within a simple stringinspired model such as the one considered in this study. 6 , for µ = 300GeV. In (a) and (b) the long-dashed curve marks the central value for a µ not accounted for by the Standard Model, while the short-dashed curves mark the 2σ limits of this quantity. The experimental upper limit on BR(τ → µ + γ ) is 1.1 × 10 6 [19] . In all plots tan β = 50, A = 0, and m F = m F L = m F R .
